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UNIVERSITY OF READING

University of Reading Award Air Liquide UK 
Drinks Dispense Gas Contract

The University of Reading is ranked in the top 1% of 
universities in the world. A global university that enjoys 
a world-class reputation for teaching, research and 
enterprise.
The University was established in 1892, received its Royal Charter in
1926, and has developed into a leading force in British and international
higher education. Delivering a world-class student experience, 
research-led teaching with an excellent graduate employability record.
The numbers of our students going on to higher level study is well above
the national average.

The University continues to evolve, reflecting an ever-changing world,
which drives the development the areas of research excellence and
strength. Leading the way in multidisciplinary work in biomedical and
pharmaceutical sciences, housed in a new £17 million centre.

The University is committed to maintaining a supportive, challenging 
and high-quality experience for students and staff alike and to 
preserving the heritage and beauty of some of the most beautiful
university campuses in the UK.

“We believe that drinks dispense gas should essentially be a very
boring element of any on-trade business with the contracted 
supplier delivering as required and ‘getting on’ with everything 
without drama in the background to allow us to concentrate on
operating and growing our business. We had several issues with 
our previous supplier, who controls the majority of the market, 
including non-delivery, poor and confrontational customer service.
Eventually we decided to look at other suppliers and settled on 
Air Liquide due to their experience of drinks dispense gases, superior
equipment and approachable staff.

Air Liquide conducted a site survey and around three
weeks later switched all sites over in an orderly manner
over five days. Install work was carried out to a high 
standard and the engineers were professional 
throughout. Since switching our drinks gas has 
become ‘boring’ again causing us no issues and the
friendly team at Air Liquide resolving any teething
issues promptly and without issue.”

Matt Tebbit (University of Reading)



Complete Leisure Gases
Supply Solution
Air Liquide are committed to ensuring our beverage
gas customers obtain high quality products through
a carefully selected national network of Resellers.
Following a site survey and thorough review of the
Universities drinks dispense operational needs Air
Liquide UK were in a position to develop a 
complete supply offer to University of Reading
including the following:-

� Excellent next day delivery service

� Drinks Dispense Gas Cylinder Products which
are subject to the most stringent quality checks
and controls to ensure supply chain integrity 

� Advice, help and equipment to ensure that our 
customers understand and copy with current
Health and Safety Legislation protecting the user

� Assistance with the selection of the optimum
supply solution for your Drinks Dispense 
operation

� Comprehensive range of Drinks Dispense 
equipment including on-site generation 
systems, enhancer panels, CO2 monitors, 
manifolds, hoses and pressure regulation

� A stainless steel pipework system for all the
gases designed to ensure purity and 
performance requirements are maintained at 
all times

A Dispense Solution to fit
your Needs
In addition to the above Air Liquide offer a range of
solutions that can meet your requirements:-

� Drinks Dispense Gas Cylinders in a range of
sizes to suit customer needs

� Nitrogen Drinks Dispense Units

� CO2 Monitors

� Enhancer Panels

� Technical Support

For further information on Air Liquide’s
comprehensive Leisure Gases and 
Equipment offer: 
Call us on 0800 637737
email us on genenq.ALUK@airliquide.com
Visit our website www.uk.airliquide.com


